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Abstract

Effective compensation of phase noise in laser communication calls for fast, real-time, adaptive wavefront control. We present
an analog, continuous-time, high-speed VLSI (Very Large Scale Integration) controller implementing multi-dithering perturbative
gradient descent optimization of a direct measure of optical performance. The system applies parallel sinusoidal perturbations
to the wavefront over a range of frequencies, and performs parallel synchronous detection of the metric signal to derive the
gradient components over each frequency band. The system operates over a wide range of frequencies, supporting applications of
model-free adaptive optics extending from compensation of slow atmospheric turbulence to compensation of fast random phase
fluctuations in the actuators and laser amplifiers. The system has been tested as a phase controller for a multiple laser beam
wavefront propagating through a highly turbulent medium. The results indicate a compensation bandwidth exceeding 300 kHz
matching the turbulence bandwidth.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Optical communications between a single source,N -transducer transmitting array and a single receiver (Fig.1) can be
significantly impaired due to phase noise introduced in the system. Typical examples of sources that alter the phase of each
channel and lead to non-coherent detection of the combined signal at the receiver are atmospheric turbulence [1]-[4], phase
noise of the laser source itself, as well as phase noise introduced by the fiber amplifiers [5]. These sources can be characterized
by a highly non-linear and time-varying behavior, featuring bandwidths that can exceed a few MHz. The need for high-speed
adaptive controllers for phase correction is therefore apparent, and significant efforts in the optical engineering community
have been directed towards increasing bandwidth and precision of adaptive optics control systems, e.g. [6], [7].

Analog Very Large Scale Integrated (VLSI) circuits have received a lot of attention as a candidate means of implementing
adaptive controllers due to their advantages compared to software and discrete-component solutions: low-power consumption,
compact size, faster computation and control of multiple channels in a smaller area. Effective compensation of scintillation
caused by atmospheric turbulence has been demonstrated [7], [8] by using analog VLSI chips implementing the stochastic
parallel gradient descent (SPGD) optimization technique for bandwidths up to several hundreds of Hz. A challenging task has
been to opt the adaptation speeds of such controllers, by possibly implementing different algorithms in VLSI, in order to be
able to compensate higher bandwidth sources of phase distortion.

A proposed alternative to the SPGD algorithm has been sinusoidal multi-dithering, so far demonstrated using only discrete-
component hardware [9], [10]. The distinctive difference between the two methods lies in the choice of the dithers superimposed
to the controlling signals of the phases; for SPGD, a small-amplitude binary random sequence is applied to each control variable,
whereas in sinusoidal multi-dithering the dithers are sinusoidal signals of distinct frequencies, different for eachvariable. Due
to the very nature of the two algorithms, there are advantages in applying the one over the other, according to the specific
application. Stochastic algorithms require less hardwaresince they are computationally more efficient and are, therefore, more
appealing when easy integration of multiple channels is needed. On the other hand, sinusoidal multi-dithering achieves faster
adaptation and can compensate for higher bandwidth distortion.

A multi-dithering parallel architecture for adaptive phase correction in optical systems, its implementation in analog VLSI
circuits, and its experimental demonstration in an opticalpower combining application, are presented in this paper. The
architecture consists of 8 channels for control of up to 8 phase variables and can be tiled in order to incorporate more
channels. Moreover, the architecture features additionalcircuitry in order to address issues pertinent to the control of phase
and fabrication non-idealities of the phase shifters. Morespecifically:

• The dynamic range of the control variables (phases) is limited within programmable limits that correspond to the operating
region of the phase shifters. Saturation is avoided by continuously monitoring the values of the control variables and
performing voltage jumps equivalent to 2π phase shifts, whenever the controlled variables try to exceed the limits. The
observed metric (received power, SNR, etc.) is not affectedas long as the jumps are instantaneous, due to its modulo-2π

relation to the controlled phases.
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Fig. 1. General considered setup. A controller is needed to adjust the signals that pre-distort the phase of the beams at each channel, in order to compensate
distortion later introduced by the unknown and time-varyingplant.

• The common mode of all controlled variables is adjusted and also constrained within programmable limits. In this way,
common mode drift across the channels is avoided.

Operation of the controller has been tested in an all-fiber optical setup and the performance has been measured by observing
the power of the combined optical signals at the receiver. The relation between the controlled phases and the observed power
metric is provided in Section II-A. Suppression of in-loop phase distortion and equivalent power maximization is demonstrated
for bandwidths up to 300kHz.

II. M ETRIC OPTIMIZATION

The objective of multi-dithering gradient descent controlis to adaptively minimize a supplied metric of optical performance,
by measuring the gradient of the metric with respect to the control variables through parallel dithering [9]. Before presenting
the implemented architecture, we define and review the metric used here for optical beam power combining, and show how the
well-known multi-dithering approach to gradient estimation extends toL1-norm minimization of the metric through rectification
of the gradient estimate.

As a general framework, the setup of Fig. 1 is considered. A single laser source is split uniformly intoN channels, so
as to take advantage of power redistribution and maximization at a single spot during coherent combination at the receiver.
The beam at each channel is amplified and then appropriately directed at a center spot in the receiver. The beam positioning
mechanism is beyond the scope of this paper and will not be addressed. An unknown and time-varying plant introduces a
random, time-varying phase shift to each beam causing lightcombination at random coherence levels in the receiver. In order
to ensure power maximization, a feedback mechanism is employed that uses the information of received power and pre-distorts
the phase at each channel of the transmitter, so as to compensate, in continuous-time, phase distortions later introduced by the
plant.

A. Power Calculation

Let us assume a single optical source drivingN transmitters aligned towards the same receiver [11], through an unknown
and turbulent propagation medium (“plant”) as shown in Fig.1, and denote the wavefunction of light at the receiver, from
each transmitter, as

ai(Ui, t) = Aie
jUiej2πfct, i = 1, . . . , n

whereAi is the amplitude,Ui is the phase at which light arrives to the receiver from source i, andfc is the frequency of light
emitted by the source.

The resulting optical wavea(U, t) at the receiver is the superposition of all wavefunctionsai(Ui, t)

a(U, t) =
n
∑

i=1

Aie
jUiej2πfct

and the total average power at the receiver will be proportional to

P (U) ∝ ℜ

{

a(U, t) · a∗(U, t)

2

}

=
∑

i,j
AiAj cos(Ui − Uj).

Power is maximized when all phase differencesUi − Uj are multiples of 2π, i.e., when the optical waves from allN
transmitters are coherently combined at the receiver.



B. Multi-Dithering

Sinusoidal multi-dithering in optics was first introduced by O’Meara [9] as a method for coherent adaptive optics. Here,the
basic principles will be reviewed and the way multi-dithering can be combined with the gradient descent (ascent) technique
in order to achieve optimization will be clarified. Moreoverthe advantages of using the sinusoidal multi-dithering technique
over other optimization techniques will be presented.

1) The Gradient Descent Algorithm: The gradient descent algorithm, known in its continuous-time form also as gradient
descent flow, drives a scalar metricJ controlled by variablesu = (u1, u2, . . . , un)T to a (local) minimum, if such exists, by
updatingu according to the following rule

du

dt
= −G∇J(u) (1)

whereG > 0 is a constant that adjusts the convergence speed. A variant form of (1), easier to implement in hardware, requires
only the information of the sign of the partial derivative components of the gradient∇J

dui

dt
= −G sgn

(

∂J

∂ui

)

, i = 1, . . . , n. (2)

Proof of convergence for the above rule is achieved by expanding the time derivative ofJ and using the chain rule

d

dt
J(u(t)) =

(

∇J(u)
)T du

dt
= −G |∇J |1 , (3)

where|∇J |1 =
∑n
i=1 |

∂J
∂ui
| denotes the L-1 norm of∇J . According to (3), since|∇J |1 will be always non-negative,J will

continuously move towards a (local) minimum.
2) Sinusoidal Multi-Dithering: Multi-dithering relies on perturbing in parallel all variables ui that control a metricJ(u)

in order to estimate the gradient ofJ . It is a model-free [12] adaptive algorithm and therefore requires minimum knowledge
about the system on which it is applied, making it ideal for applications where the under optimization plant is time-varying and
described by highly nonlinear state equations. In sinusoidal multi-dithering, the dithers that perturbui are sinusoidal signals
of different frequenciesωi for each variable and of small amplitudeα

ũi = ui + δui = ui + α cos(ωit), i = 1, . . . , n

Parallel coherent detection between the perturbed performance metricJ and the dithers at each channel leads to an estimate
of the partial derivatives∂J

∂ui
, and therefore the gradient

J(ũ) cos(ωit) =
α

2

∂J

∂ui
, i = 1, . . . , n

where the overline denotes low-pass filtering. More detailson how coherent detection can lead to the above expression can be
found in [9], [13].

III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

A. General description

The block diagram of a single channel for the phase controller is shown in Fig. 2. A 3-phase oscillator generates the dithers
that perturb the control variablesui at distinct frequenciesωi. The amplitude of the dithers can be tuned using the capacitor
array preceding the output of the channel. The perturbed variable ũi = ui+α cos(ωit) is applied as a control signal to thei-th
phase shifter in Fig. 1. The power metric is evaluated and then provided back to the controller. At the front-end of the controller
the dither is used for synchronous detection — multiplication and low-pass filtering — of the received metric. The outputof
the low-pass filter, as shown in Section II-B.2, is proportional to the partial derivative∂J(u)

∂ui
element of the gradient∇J . The

comparator quantizes the gradient information and an XOR gate is used to select between minimization or maximization of
the under optimization metric. Finally, a charge pump updatesui, which is stored across capacitorC. Further details on the
circuit implementation of the blocks can be found in [14].

B. Multiple 2π Phase Control

Phase distortions in the unknown plant can dictate continuous increase or decrease of the predistorting phase shift added
by the controller, over multiple 2π cycles. Considering candidate phase shifters, spatial light modulators (SLMs), such as
Pockels Readout Modulators (PROM) [15], microchannel SLMs[16], light valves that use KD2PO4 crystals and Fabry-Perot
modulators [17] offer very high resolution [18], however require control voltages in the kV range and have slow responses
(hundreds of ms) [16]. On the other hand, Lithium Niobate (LiNbO3) phase modulators have bandwidths that exceed 40GHz
[19], nonetheless suffer from drift of the phase corresponding to a specific control voltage and from lower resolution compared
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Fig. 2. Block diagram architecture of a single control channel. The metric is shared by all channels in the system.

to SLMs. Since drift can be compensated by the controller andresolution is less of a concern than bandwidth for our specific
application, LiNbO3 phase modulators were chosen for the implementation.

Irrespective of their type, all phase modulators have a limited range of achievable phase shifts, limited by saturationvalues
on the upper and lower end; typically, the operating range spans a few 2π regions. A technique that has been proposed for
adaptive optics applications in order to compensate for saturation is the use of the Interference Phase Loop (IPL) [18],[20],
[21]. In the IPL, the feedback signal used to control the phase modulator and achieve phase compensation is the intensity
of the interference between the received signal and a reference signal. Since the interference intensity is proportional to the
sine of the phase difference between reference and receivedsignal, the control signal of the phase modulator will be always
bounded, and the bounds can be chosen to be absolutely lower than the saturation values.

The IPL method has been so far demonstrated for compensationof only a single phase. In this work we have been primarily
concerned about techniques that can be applied along with the multi-dithering algorithm for phase compensation in a multiple
channel architecture. The approach that has been followed is illustrated in Fig. 3. The control signalui of each phase modulator,
which is the voltage across capacitorC (Fig. 2) of the charge pump at every channel, is monitored by acircuit, further referred
to as the “2π circuit”. The “2π circuit” comparesui to programmable upper and lower bounds,v+2π andv−2π respectively,
and wheneverui exceeds these limits, its value is reset tov0. The voltage differencesv+2π − v0 andv0 − v−2π should be set
so as to correspond to 2π phase shifts in the phase modulator. The reset operation should be ideally instantaneous. The idea
behind this approach lies on the fact that the received poweris proportional to

∑

i6=j cos(ui− uj) and therefore instantaneous
2π jumps in eitherui or uj will not affect the power. It should be noted that the voltagedifferencesv+2π − v0 andv0− v−2π
can be set to correspond to any multiple of 2π as long asv+2π andv−2π fall within the linear operating region of the phase
modulator.
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Fig. 3. (a) Block diagram architecture of the 2π circuit (b) Comparator architecture with nMOS input (c) Comparator architecture with pMOS input.

In practice, the reset time is not instantaneous and dependsboth on the value of capacitorC as well as the differences
v+2π − v0 andv0− v−2π. Inverters functioning as delay elements have been added tothe design in order to provide sufficient
time for the control value to be reset before the nMOS or pMOS current source gets disabled. The operation of the circuit can



be suspended by setting the signal 2π EN low.
A simple 5-transistor design has been implemented for both comparators, as shown in Figs. 3(b) and (c). Input with nMOS

(pMOS) transistors has been chosen for comparison with the upper (lower) thresholdv+2π (v−2π) so that these bounds can
take values up to the positive (negative) rail.

In order to further clarify the operation of the “2π circuit”, let us assume the case of Fig. 4, where sinusoidal phase noise
of amplitude 3π has been considered to be introduced in one channel and needsto be compensated by the phase controller.
The figure depicts the resulting output phase from the modulator assuming thatv0 corresponds to 0 rads,v+2π to 2π rads and
v−2π to -2π rads. The modulo 2π phase difference between noise and control is always 0.
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Fig. 4. Example of the ideal response (b) of the controller when trying to track a sinusoidal phase shift (a) of amplitude 3π. The controller output will be
bounded between -2π and 2π, however, its modulo 2π difference from the externally applied phase shift will be always 0.

C. Common Mode Adjustment

Common-mode adjustment is external to the VLSI system, which however provides the average value of all controlled
variables, and has been embedded to the testing board that provides an interface between the system and the phase shifters
where the control signals are applied. A simplified schematic of the circuit is shown in Fig. 5, where avg is the average of all
controlled variables provided from the VLSI system, avghigh and avglow are programmable thresholds and Vsourceand Vsink are
the voltage biases for the current sources used for updates in the charge pump.
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Fig. 5. Circuit for common-mode adjustment of the controlled phases.

According to whether the average value of the phases is aboveor below the defined thresholds, the state of the S-R flip-flop
is changed and either the first or second pair of biasing values is selected. The biases Vni and Vpi are set in such a way so
that in one state the source current is higher than the sink current and vice versa.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND MEASUREMENTS

In order to interface the VLSI system with the optical phase shifters, a test board was fabricated. Special attention waspaid
so that all inputs and outputs were matched to 50Ω and thus achieve maximum power transfer for the controllingsignals,
bearing dither frequencies up to 1GHz. The biasing currentssetting the operating point of the system were externally adjusted
through a PC. The biases need to be set once and according to the bandwidth of the system, the number of channels, the
desired dither frequencies and slew rate of adaptation. Fig. 6 shows a picture of the testing board.

Laboratory experiments in a polarization-maintaining (PM) fiber optic setup (Fig. 7) were performed to validate theoryand
measure the performance of the controller. Results of free-space experiments using the specific controller can be foundin [22].
The source in the fiber setup was a diode laser, emitting lightat a wavelength of 1552.93nm with a PM fiber-coupled output.
Reflections from next stages of the setup back to the source were blocked using an optical isolator. Light was then split into



Fig. 6. Test board used as an interface between the VLSI controller and the optical phase shifters. Biasing is externallyprovided through a PC.

up to 4 channels and phase pre-distorted using a LiNbO3 phase modulator (Vπ =3V) driven by the multi-dithering controller.
Phase pre-distortion was applied in order to compensate forphase distortion later introduced in the optical path. The controlling
signals were applied to the phase modulator through broadband, high-speed inverting amplifiers.
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Fig. 7. Experimental setup. An external PC just sets the biasing levels of the different blocks in the chip. Phase distortion is introduced in the path through
external noise sources (signal generators). An extra channel with 0 introduced phase shift is used as a reference.

The above setup provides an ideal environment in order to study the effects of phase noise in optical communications, since
other issues common to free-space communications and atmospheric turbulence, such as beam spreading and beam wander,
are suppressed due to the very nature of fibers. In the setup ofFig. 7, phase noise was emulated by introducing phase shifts
to each of the channels, through LiNbO3 phase modulators (Vπ =1.55V) actuated by external sources.

The loop was closed by combining all channels and measuring the resulting optical power via a PIN photo-diode. The
photo-diode’s output voltage was used as the metric of the system and fed back to the controller. Further details on the optical
components of the system can be found in [23]. The experiments focused in simultaneously introducing time-varying phase
distortions to the optical channels and testing the response of the multi-dithering controller in trying to cancel these distortions
and optimize power.

Denoting asui the phase shifts applied to the optical paths from the controller and asu′i the phase distortions from the
external sources, the total phase shift introduced to each channel isUi = ui + u′i. According to the results of Section II-A,
power is maximized when

(Ui − Uj) mod 2π = 0⇔ (Ui mod 2π)− (Uj mod 2π) = 0, ∀ i, j, i 6= j (4)

Applying the variable transformationxi = (Ui mod 2π), (4) can be rewritten as

xi − xj = 0⇔ xi = xj , ∀ i, j, i 6= j (5)

Equation (5) implies that all variablesxi will have the same valuec, which, however, is undetermined. Applying the inverse
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variable transformationUi = xi + 2κπ, κ ∈ Z and taking into account thatUi = ui + u′i, we have that

Ui = c+ 2κπ ⇔ ui = −u
′
i + c+ 2κπ, κ ∈ Z. (6)

From (6) it is readily deduced that in order to compensate forphase distortions, the phase shift introduced by the controller
at each channel needs to cancel only the distortion at that channel. This phase shift can be a 2π multiple of the distortion
and will have a common mode component,c, pertinent to all channels. In the experimental setup used,no phase shift was
introduced to one of the channels (Fig. 7), setting in this way c = 0. Moreover, by enabling the “2π circuit”, the possible
values ofui were limited to within only two possible 2π regions.

Fig. 8 shows the response of the controller when sinusoidal phase distortion of peak-to-peak amplitude equal toπ2 is
introduced to 3 channels. The frequency of the distortion for each of the channels is 290kHz, 295kHz and 300kHz. The dither
frequencies of the controller were set at 41MHz, 63MHz and 88MHz. The controlling voltages shown are the ac components
of the output signals from the chip, prior to inverting amplification. These signals follow closely the introduced distortion and
keep the received power at the photo-detector continuouslywithin 90-95% of the maximum achievable value. Depicted are
also two instances of the received power without any control.

Using the same configuration but this time with triangular phase distortion ofπ peak-to-peak amplitude and frequency



110kHz, 115kHz and 120kHz for each of the 3 channels, the controller response was that of Fig. 9. The dither frequencies
were again set at 41MHz, 63MHz and 88MHz. Again, the controlling signals follow closely the applied distortion and bring
the received power within 90-95% of the maximum achievable limit. Although not shown in the above figures, whenever drift
in the phase modulators causes the applied phase distortionto exceed the thresholds of the “2π circuit”, the control signals
are instantaneously (in practice very fast) shifted by 2π in a direction opposite to that of the drift.

The effect of the “2π circuit” in the control signals and the metric is shown in Fig. 10. For the experiment, distortion was
applied to only one channel, while the common mode signal wasset by a second channel. Control was introduced only to the
phase-distorted channel with a dither frequency of 41MHz. Phase-distortion was a sinusoidal signal of frequency 50kHzand
peak-to-peak amplitude of 3π, triggering at every cycle the “2π circuit”. In Fig. 10, the control signal has been appropriately
scaled, so that the 2π shifts are better pronounced with respect to the distortion. With the controller enabled, the received
power stays within 80-90% of the maximum achievable limit. The effect of the 2π shifts is minimal to the average power.

Experimental results from the use of the proposed integrated controller in a free-space optical setup have been demonstrated
and reported in [22].
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V. CONCLUSION

A mixed-signal architecture of an adaptive phase controller implementing the sinusoidal multi-dithering technique in VLSI
has been presented. The architecture is meant for fast adaptive control in optical communications and is suitable for applications
requiring high bandwidth phase noise cancellation, such ascompensation of phase noise introduced by laser sources or optical
amplifiers. The architecture performs adaptation in continuous-time by achieving compensation of the delay introduced by
the loop. Moreover, it allows for phase control in multiple 2π regions, a necessary feature for the case where performance
metrics related in a modulo-2π fashion with the controlled phases are used. Experimental results in a fiber optic setup reveal
compensation bandwidths in the range of several hundreds ofkHz, and minimal effect in the controlled performance metric
during operation in multiple 2π regions.
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